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The British media
Sales of paper copies of 
all the newspapers are 
regularly declining

However, many people 
now read the news on 
the Internet .

Various business 
models  are used.



Free: payment invited



Subscription



Mixed options



The  UK press

privately owned 
and controlled. 
 free to print 
whatever it likes 
 Limited though 
by libel law
and the 
requirements of 
the Official Secrets 
Act. Rupert Murdoch

He is the owner of  The Sun and 
The Times in the UK, The Daily 
Telegraph and The Australian in 
Australia, The Wall Street 
Journal and The New York Post 
in the US, book publisher 
HarperCollins, and the television 
broadcasting channels Sky News 
Australia and Fox News ,
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 The basic division, both for the national daily
papers and for the national Sunday papers, is that
between the ‘popular papers’ and the ‘quality
papers’.

 Unlike the popular press, the quality press
relies more heavily on advertising than sales for
its commercial success.



 “Popular” Tabloids usually have
large illustrations, catchy headlines.
They carry more sport, celebrity
gossip, humour, word play, crime
stories, problem pages and
scandal. Editorial and news
contents is not separated.



“Quality” papers give more in-depth 
economic and political analysis and deal 
widely with social and cultural issues. 
Editorial and news content is generally 
separated.



 Moreover, the newspapers’ readership
is often divided up along class lines.

 Last, there is one more category, the
‘mid-market dailies’, which try and have the
qualities of both types. The Daily Mail and
the Daily Express are mid-market dailies.



Popular dailies –
Approximate Daily sales in 2022

The Sun 1 000 000
Daily Mirror  333 000
Daily Star 196 000











Bob Crow
Published in The Sun 28 Oct 2010
An article on 15 September reported RMT General 
Secretary Bob Crow had a union-subsidised home 
and luxury car. 

In fact, Mr Crow's home has never been subsidised by 
the union and he does not own a car, union or 
otherwise, and champions public transport. 
We are happy to set the record straight and apologise
to Mr Crow. 



The Sun’s headline said: “Jeremy 
Corbyn dances his way down Downing 
Street as he attends Remembrance 
Sunday.”

2016





Among the 
national daily 
tabloids, only one 
is left-wing: The 
Mirror. 





2022: approximate 
circulation of free 
newspapers

Metro FREE 
1 000 000 

London Evening 
Standard FREE 
446 000 





2022, approximate

Daily Mail 900 000 
Daily Express 221, 000

Mid market













“Quality” papers
(2022 approximate)

i 143 000 
Financial Times 114 000
The Guardian 134,108 000
The Times 350 000





The Times … in 1942 
https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=eRJuPHRfvDY















A brief history of The 
Guardian 
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=nB4q07OaxQ
w







 And various
magazines, which are
weekly or monthly.





















Some newspapers aim at 
particular ethnic or other groups













Media 
Studies
Some key concepts

John Mullen 



1. The 
“Dangers” of 
Television













2. Agenda-setting



• BBC News 1980s 



• 1996



Recent 
BBC 

news









3. Encoding/ decoding









4. 
Reinforcement







5. Uses and gratifications 

















6. The (dominant) 
gaze
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